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Quantum computers are in the news



Quantum computers represent a new paradigm for computing

devices:  computers whose components are individual quantum

systems, and which exploit the properties of quantum

mechanics to make possible new algorithms and new ways of

processing information.

Quantum computers are just one part of the new field of quantum

information science, that combines physics with computer

science, information theory, and engineering.  This may lead to

new technology, and it has already led to new ways of

understanding quantum mechanics.



Quantum Mechanics and its properties

• Quantum mechanics is the theory that describes the behavior
of microscopic systems, such as atoms, molecules, and photons

• This theory, which has been extensively tested by experiments,
is probabilistic in nature.  The outcomes of measurements on
quantum systems are random.  And choosing to do one
measurement disturbs the outcome of others (uncertainty).

• Between measurements, quantum systems evolve according to
linear equations (the Schrödinger equation).  This means that
solutions to the equations obey a superposition principle:
linear combinations of solutions are still solutions.

• These superpositions can interfere with each other (like a
wave), either constructively or destructively.

• Quantum states can exhibit strangely powerful correlations,
called entanglement.



Superpositions

The classic example of
superposition is Schrödinger’s Cat.
Since both a living and dead cat
are obviously valid solutions to the
laws of quantum mechanics, a
superposition of the two should
also be valid.  Schrödinger
described a thought experiment
that could give rise to such a state.

+

If this state is measured, we see only one or the other state
(live or dead) with some probability.

α β



(Even Schrödinger’s Cat is no match for Dilbert’s Dog.)

One school of thought believes the entire universe is in a giant

superposition of all possible states…



• A polarizing beam splitter is a device which reflects all light of
one polarization (say H) and transmits all light of the other
polarization (say V).

• If light polarized 45° to H and V arrives, half of it is reflected
and half transmitted.

• If a single photon at 45° arrives, it will be reflected or
transmitted with 50/50 probability.  Such a photon is a
superposition of H and V: (|H>+|V>)/sqrt(2).  If we rotated
the PBS by 45°, this photon would always be transmitted .

Schrödinger’s Photons



Interference

However, it is not just a simple matter of a photon going one way
or the other with equal probability.  If we pass the two beams
through a pair of beamsplitters, we find that the photon can
recombine in such a way that the probability to go in one direction
cancels out.  This is interference.



Q-bits

A physical system of this type, with two distinguishable states, is
called a quantum bit or q-bit (or qubit).  We label the two
distinct states |0> and |1>.  Unlike a classical bit, though, a q-
bit can be in any linear combination of these states:

|Ψ> = α |0> + β |1>

where α and β are complex numbers.  (For photons, these would
represent not only linear polarizations, but also circular and
elliptical.)  If the q-bit is measured it will be found in state 0 or 1
with probabilities |α|2 or |β|2, and the system will then be left in
the state |0> or |1>.  The act of measurement disturbs the
state!



Quantum Cryptography

• Alice and Bob wish to establish a secret key, but the
communication lines between them may be compromised.  Alice
sends random q-bits to Bob.  Each bit is encoded either as
{|0>,|1>} or {|0>±|1>}.

• Bob randomly chooses a measurement for the bit (either

horizontal/vertical or at 45°).  If he guesses wrong, he gets a

random bit.

• If an eavesdropper Eve tries to intercept the q-bits, she also can

only guess the encoding.  If she guesses wrong, the bit she

passes on to Bob will have been disturbed.

• After N bits, Alice and Bob compare notes as to which encoding

they used.  All bits where their choices didn’t match are

discarded.  The remainder should be perfectly correlated.



This is what the actual device looks like.  The coil is of
ordinary optical fiber.



Multiple Q-bits

What can be done with single q-bits is very limited.  For more
ambitious information processing, multiple bits must be used and
manipulated.  If we have n bits, we can think of them as
representing the binary expression for an n-bit integer x between
0 and 2n-1, or as the memory of an entire n-bit computer!  The
most general state of n q-bits can be written

We can think of this as a superposition of all possible states of a
classical computer!  So a quantum computer, in a certain sense,
can do many different computations at once.  This is called
quantum parallelism.  It is not as powerful as true parallelism!  But
if exploited cleverly, it can still make a quantum computer more
powerful than a classical one.
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Entanglement

• Some states of multiple q-bits can be written as products of states
of individual q-bits:

(α1|0> + β1|1>) (α2|0> + β2|1>)…(αn|0> + βn|1>)

• However, most states can’t be written this way.  We call such

states entangled.

 α|00> + β|11>

• Measurements on such entangled states are correlated.  This

correlation is (in a certain sense) more powerful than ordinary

classical correlation, and it can be used for new kinds of tricks.



Quantum teleportation



Quantum Circuits



Quantum Algorithms

With quantum circuits (such as those described above), we can
construct new algorithms that operate on fundamentally new
principles.  The most famous of these are Shor’s Factoring
Algorithm (Shor, 1994), which is O(L3) in the length of the
number to be factored; and Grover’s Unstructured Search
Algorithm (Grover, 1996), which is O(N1/2) in the number of
locations to be searched.  Many problems with related structures
have also been solved.  (Shor’s algorithm attracted tremendous
attention because it could break the RSA public-key encryption
system widely used in Internet commerce.)

All quantum algorithms create superpositions of all possible
values of a function, and use interference to reinforce the
probability of desired solutions while suppressing incorrect
answers.  Finding new algorithms is a very difficult open problem.



Many implementations of q-bits have been proposed:
•Spins of electrons in quantum dots

•Spins of nuclei in molecules

(molecules)

•Spins of electrons floating over

liquid helium

•Electronic states of atoms or ions

in traps

•Excitonic states of nanocrystals

•Polarization of photons (“flying

qubits”)

•Occupation level of an optical

microcavity

•Spins of impurity nuclei

•“Dual-rail” photon qubits

•Ions in optical lattices

•Collective spins of atom clusters

All of these proposals have their own advantages (and
disadvantages), and are being actively experimentally pursued.

Experimental Implementations



The DiVincenzo Criteria

In order to function as a quantum computer, a physical system must
satisfy a number of stringent requirements.  These were summarized
by David DiVincenzo of IBM in a highly influential 1996 paper.

• Existence of qubits (division into subsystems)

• One- and two-bit unitary gates

• Initializable into a standard starting state

• Measurable bits

• Low intrinsic decoherence



An implementation may be simple in theory...

This is a schematic picture of a quantum information experiment...



...but the reality can be messy

…and this is a photo of the actual laboratory.



The Ion Trap



Solid State Quantum Dots



Liquid-State NMR



Optical implementations



The Future

Quantum computing technology will only continue to improve.  At
the moment we are at the dawn of the vacuum-tube era.  It is
impossible even to predict what technology will win out in the
long term.  This is still science--but it may become technology
sooner than we expect!

Theory also continues to advance.  Researchers are actively

looking for new algorithms and communication protocols to

exploit the properties of quantum systems.

Quantum computers can be used to efficiently simulate other

quantum systems.  Perhaps some day quantum computers will

be used to design the next generation of classical computers!



More Information

List of books on Quantum Information  http://qserver.usc.edu/confs/books.html

A Very Basic Tutorial on Quantum Computers  http://arxiv.org/abs/quant-ph/0305045

Qwiki (Quantum information Wiki)  http://qwiki.stanford.edu/wiki/Main_Page

Institute for Quantum Information (Caltech)  http://www.iqi.caltech.edu/

Qubit.org (Oxford and Cambridge)  http://www.qubit.org/

Institute for Quantum Computing, Waterloo, Ontario  http://www.iqc.ca/

Center for Extreme Quantum Information Technology at MIT  http://xQIT.mit.edu/

My Homepage  http://almaak.usc.edu/~tbrun/

tbrun@usc.edu



Evolution of quantum systems

Quantum states evolve in time according to the Schrödinger
equation:

which implies that time evolution is described by unitary (linear)

transformations:

...while this is a photo of an actual laboratory.



Quantum circuits are a way of representing unitary transformations
as a composition of simple unitaries acting on one or two q-bits at a
time.  These simple unitaries, by analogy with classical logic gates
like AND, OR and NOT, are called quantum gates.

Quantum Circuits



Magnetic Resonance Force Microscopy (MRFM)

MRFM is an experimental technique for measuring the spin of a single
electron on a solid surface.



Other models of quantum computation

In cluster state quantum
computing, the q-bits are
prepared in a massive
entangled state, and the
computation is done by a
sequence of one-bit
measurements.

In adiabatic quantum
computing, the q-bits are
prepared in the (known)
ground state of a
Hamiltonian, and the
Hamiltonian is then slowly
and continuously altered
to become a new
Hamiltonian, whose
ground state represents
the solution to a problem.

Both of these are equivalent
in power to the circuit model,
but give new ways of looking
for algorithms.



Quantum Walks

Quantum walks are unitary analogues of classical random walks, in
which a quantum system moves in a superposition of all directions!
Interference can then reinforce the probability of arriving at a desired
location, while reducing the probability to arrive at undesired locations.

Many classical probabilistic
algorithms are built around
random walks (such as the
algorithm for 3-SAT).  It is
hoped that quantum walks
will lead to new, faster
algorithms as well.

At least one such algorithm has already been demonstrated, for
element distinctness, with a polynomial speed-up over the best
classical algorithm (Ambainis, 2004).


